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This may be proved as follows:  In Fig. .?o;t from similar tria,n<rlcs
O'Y ^OT' tllal !'S tIU' nit!°o1' tlu' ra(1!i °f tllt% 1)as(' levies (lc sections of the base cylinders) is equal to the ratio of the* radii of the pitch circles. This ratio equals the inverse ratio of angular velocities of the gears. Suppose now that (> and ()' be moved nearer together; the pitch circles will be smaller, but the ratio of their radii must be equal to the unchanged ratio of the radii of the base circles, and therefore the velocity ratio remains unchanged. Also the involute curves, since they an* generated from the same base cylinders, will ik* the same as before and therefore, with the same tooth outlines, the same co.rstant velocity ratio will be transmitted as before.
203. Racks.	A rack is a wheel whose pitch radius is infinite-
its pitch circle, therefore, becomes a straight line, and is tamvnt to the pitch circle of the wheel, or pinion,* with which the rack engages. The line of centers is a normal to the pitch line of the rack, through the center of the pilch circle of the pinion. The pitch of the rack is determined by laying off the circular pitch of the engaging wheel on the pitch line of the rack. The curves of the cycloidal nick teeth, like those of wheels of Smite radius may be generated by a point in the eircumt'eivncr of a circle which rolls on the pitch circle. Since, however, the pilch circle is now a straight line, the tooth curves will be cycloids both for Hanks and faces. Jn Fig. 208, AB is the pitch circle of the pinion and CD is the pitch line of the rack; a and h are describing circles. Suppose, as before, that all move without slipping and are constantly tangent at P. A point in the circumference of tt will then describe simultaneously a cycloid on CI)t and a hypoeyrloid within AIL These will be correct tooth outlines, Also, a, point in the circumference of h will describe a cycloid on CD, and an epicycloid on AIL These will be correct tooth outlines. To
* Pinion is a word to denote a g«s,r having a imv utwiU'r «»f imh, or the smaller one of a pair of engaging gears.

